
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE IMPORTANCE OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN SERBIA

AND ALBANIA

Between Serb and Albanian: A History of Kosovo, p. xix. 1. INTRODUCTION For further information on human rights
abuses, please refer to the Human Rights .. In order to reap economic and social benefits many ethnic Albanians.

Human Rights Watch interview, Prizren, June 14,  They started to shoot at us. They were targeted, for
example, in during the NATO bombing campaign. Kosovo: From Crisis to a Permanent Solution. Around
elementary school students, accompanied by some teachers, stood in front of his home for around half an hour.
The deep purple bruises, black eyes, and knife wounds exhibited by former detainees support these
allegations. The criminal justice system dealt with the attacks as misdemeanors rather than
ethnically-motivated crimes, resulting in lenient sentences. The owner told Human Rights Watch that he
thought his work was appreciated by the community and that he was able to work even during the NATO
bombing of Serbia in , when his bakery was the only place that did not close down in the area, which he said
had led many in the community to praise him. Several Gorani-owned businesses and one Turkish-owned
business were also attacked but Albanian-owned businesses appeared to be the primary targets. This report
focuses on the wave of arson and looting of Serb and Roma homes throughout Kosovo that has ensued and on
the harassment and intimidation, including severe beatings, to which remaining Serbs and Roma have been
subjected. A Human Rights Watch researcher witnessed the arrest by Italian Carabinieri officers of a group of
Albanians suspected of looting in the village of Brestovik on June  The soldiers did, however, detain the
brother-in-law for nearly two hours and beat S. Serbia saw a wave of attacks against minorities between late
and , including arson attacks on mosques that peaked in reaction to the anti-minority primarily anti-Serbian
and anti-Roma riots in Kosovo in March  The most significant change of status for Kosovo came in , however,
when a new Yugoslav constitution awarded both Kosovo and Vojvodina province in Serbia's north greater
autonomy within Serbia Financial Times 29 June ; Encyclopaedia of Conflicts , ; History Today 1 Dec. The
agreement was going to be observed by the OSCE. At around 8 a. There are also Orthodox Kosovars and
adherents to the Islamic dervish sect known as Bektashism ibid. When Filipovic said he had no arms to give
them, one of the men hit him in the stomach with the butt of an automatic weapon. They have replaced Serbs
in key positions, and made Albanian the dominant language in the province" 18 Apr. Late City Final Edition.
B92 continued to receive threats in the following days. Kosovo's leading daily, Rilindja, was closed in August
on charges that it published anti-Serbian propaganda ibid. A handful of other cases had been discontinued for
lack of evidence, or were opened against "unknown perpetrators. Yet for the province's minorities, and
especially the Serb and Roma Gypsy populations, as well as some ethnic Albanians perceived as collaborators
or as political opponents of the Kosovo Liberation Army KLA , these changes have brought fear, uncertainty,
and in some cases violence. London: AI. They saw her dead; they didn't let me inside to see her. He was then
abducted. Binaj, the bakery workers were too intimidated by this violence to resume their jobs, and she had to
hire new workers to replace them. After that they brought photos with names on a piece of paper. Those left
behind are typically the oldest and most vulnerable members of the Serb community. The New York Times
notes that after Rankovic's departure the majority of Kosovo's police force and administrators were ethnic
Albanians and Albanian became the standard language of the courts, radio, newspapers and publishing 4 Apr.
Late in the Ottoman period before Albanians were permitted to study in religious and secular schools Hall , 
Vickers, Miranda.


